Figure 1: Distribution of Episodes by Clinical and Functional Score Levels for Episodes in Step 1: 2005 Sample
Figure 2: Distribution of Episodes by Clinical and Functional Score Levels for Episodes in Step 2.1: 2005 Sample
Figure 3: Distribution of Episodes by Clinical and Functional Score Levels for Episodes in Step 2.2: 2005 Sample
Figure 4: Distribution of Episodes by Clinical and Functional Score Levels for Episodes in Step 3: 2005 Sample
Figure 5: Distribution of Episodes by Clinical and Functional Score Levels for Episodes in Step 4: 2005 Sample
Figure 6: Raw Weights after Adjustment
Figure 7: Weights after Interpolation
Figure 8: Final Weights for Early and Later Episodes with Low Clinical Scores
Figure 9: Final Weights for Early and Later Episodes with Medium Clinical Scores
Figure 10: Final Weights for Early and Later Episodes with High Clinical Scores
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Weights from 2008 Refinements
Revision of Weights using Episodes from 2005
Revision of Weights using Episodes from 2007